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Download this Term Paper in word format. Of course, Western culture often holds material consumer products
in high regard as status symbols, such as homes, automobiles, elaborate clothing, and the like. In the case of
the Nepalese, however, the case is vastly different. In the mountain villages, land is the primary commodity
that is held in the highest regard as a symbol of status, wealth and power. This is so for very specific reasons,
given the fact that land is in short supply in Nepal, land is vital in a mostly agrarian society such as that of the
Nepalese villages, and the very simple way of life that the villagers lead makes many of the common Western
status symbols unnecessary at best and outright ridiculous at the very least. Although the constitution offers
women equal educational opportunities, many social, economic, and cultural factors contributed to lower
enrollment and higher dropout rates for girls. Illiteracy imposed the greatest hindrance to enhancing equal
opportunity and status for women. They were caught in a vicious circle imposed by the patriarchic society.
Their lower status hindered their education, and the lack of education, in turn, constricted their status and
position. Although the female literacy rate has improved noticeably over the years, the level in the early s fell
far short of the male level. The level of educational attainment among female children of wealthy and
educated families was much higher than that among female children of poor families. This class disparity in
educational attainment was also true for boys. In Nepal, as in many societies, education was heavily
class-biased. By the early s, a direct correlation existed between the level of education and status. Educated
women were given more opportunities to advance themselves, achieve independence, and perhaps even break
from the restrictions of mountain life to study, work and live in the cities of Nepal. Whatever the achievement
of the educated woman outside of her family, however, an educated woman did not necessarily hold a higher
status at home than her uneducated counterpart. Gender Roles Anthropologically speaking, the baseline of
measuring the status of men or women in terms of their gender is done within the context of their access to
knowledge, economic resources, and political power , as well as their freedom when given an active role in the
process of decision making. More specifically, within the mountain regions of Nepal, as long as recorded
history has existed, women have clearly been put in a role that is subordinate to men in the majority of the
Nepalese ethnic groups, with some exceptions. Without bogging down the research with minute details,
suffice it to say that some regions provide more freedom to women than others, due to a variety of factors.
One common trait in most of the regions of Nepal however is the power that the senior woman of each family
holds. As a form of cultural tradition, the senior woman controls resources such as food, medicine, clothing,
coordinating the planting and harvesting of crops, and budgeting the spending of money and purchasing of the
goods that the family needs. The younger women are many times relegated to the more menial daily chores
that need to be performed within the family, and despite having to use more physical energy than the older
women, are typically allotted less food, even in comparison to the males of the same age group. Restrictions to
Sexual Access As a cultural standard of sorts, most, if not all cultures have defined rules regarding sexual
access, and the lack thereof. Within the scope of marriage , with few exceptions, sexual contact with those
outside of the marriage is universally viewed off-limits especially for the woman and in most cases for the
man as well. Beyond this more defined structure of limited access, it is also common in most cultures for
sexual access to children, close relatives, and those unable to make a conscious consent to sexual contact to be
considered taboo. This protects those who are unable to protect themselves from unwanted sexual solicitation,
and also gives the culture a baseline of morality and standards of conduct to assure the effective functioning of
the culture overall. This being said, it is also important to realize that for as primitive as the Nepalese
mountain villagers may be in some respects, they are also very conscious of limiting inappropriate sexual
access to certain members of society, with special protection being afforded to women, as gender is very
important to these people. Marriage in Nepalese Culture Related to gender in the Nepalese culture is the issue
of marriage. The concept of marriage exists in one form or another in virtually all cultures, and within the
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framework of marriage, there are certain universal traits that are true in the culture of Nepal, indicative of
many other cultures in other parts of the world. Marriage, broadly defined, is the socially recognized union of
two or more people, generally viewed as an effective way to regulate heterosexual intercourse by determining
socially acceptable sexual partners Palomar, Generally speaking, the act of marriage between two or more
people places people outside of the marriage off-limits in terms of sexual activity. What this type of an
arrangement serves to achieve is a definition of morality, social order, and respect for the union of people
together in a marital setting. The bond of marriage, in the case of the mountain people of Nepal, takes on
several important implications. Because of the order that marriages provides in Nepal and other parts of the
world, cultures are able to maintain internal order, prolong the life and vitality of the family unit, and interact
with others within their culture who are not necessarily family members, but have some commonality with the
family of their spouse in terms of values, customs, and priorities. One of the most important parts of the
marriage process in any situation is the means by which an individual chooses marriage partner s ; generally,
this selection process tends to be culturally defined Palomar, In the Western tradition, affection, physical
attraction, sexual compatibility and love are important criteria when selecting spouses. Beyond this, on of the
main attributes that many cultures emphasize in the selection of marriage partners is physical beauty. While
the concept of beauty is highly subjective most of the time, cultures often do hold certain universal standards
as the norm for the evaluation of a potential spouse, one of the most significant being physical beauty.
Ethnocentricities can also contribute in large part to the perception of beauty, as some races of people
unfortunately view certain others as unattractive, whereas some cultures are broadly considered to be
physically beautiful simply by their inclusion in that group. Mating Patterns in Culture The Nepalese culture is
not much different from other cultures in terms of the matting patterns that exist. Despite centuries of
advancement, there are still some norms that are maintained by the people of Nepal. Conversely, those who
remain unmarried are viewed to be at a disadvantage in some cases, leading to pity from others, and to be
undesirable, leading to unfair hatred in others, making the bold assumption that one remains unmarried mostly
due to some sort of character flaw that they possess which makes them unworthy of the benefits of marriage.
Moving from the remote mountain villages of Nepal to the larger, more urban areas, the perception of
unmarried people seems to be somewhat more favorable, perhaps due to the more liberal viewpoints of city
dwellers, or perhaps even due to the influence of other cultures in the melting pots of the cities, where
diversity exists and different points-of-view are often shared tolerantly with others. In all societies, whether
expressly regulated by law or guided through tradition, thereâ€¦.
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Mountain Village in Nepal The cultural diversity that exists among the peoples of the world is one of the things that make
the study of anthropology fascinating, endless, and rewarding all at the same time.

Moreover, as much as technology has changed the world, for better or for worse, there are still examples of
groups of people who have remained loyal to their primitive roots despite the drastic advances in the world all
around them. For example, within the rich cultural tapestry of the world, undoubtedly one of the most
fascinating cultures to be found in the entire annals of anthropology is that of the mountain villages of Nepal.
The contradictions, nuances, customs and beliefs of these ancient people is worthy of closer examination. In
this paper, the theory and issues of this culture and setting will be presented and discussed, in comparison and
contrast to those of other parts of the world. Who are the People of the Mountains of Nepal? In order to be
able to fully discuss and understand the many aspects of the social, economic and familial customs of the
mountain dwellers of Nepal, it is extremely useful to first consider a demographic profile of the Nepalese
people. Nepal is a relatively small nation, located in Asia with such huge and powerful neighbors as China.
While Nepal is influenced somewhat by the influence of other cultures and its geographic neighbors, in many
respects, the mountain villages of Nepal have remained the same as they were thousands of years ago. Many
of the agricultural techniques and tools that are used today have not changed to any degree since the Stone
Age. These simple people have been able to remain loyal to their roots and traditions and still survive despite
many of the changes in other parts of the world. Ethnography Today, Nepal is still predominantly a primitive
farming society, where nearly all of the people live in rural areas and depend on farming as a source of
livelihood. Farming and agriculture are still a huge portion of the economic backbone of the Nepalese people,
as the regions of Nepal itself outside the three cities in the Katmandu Valley are farming communities that use
their many farms and livestock operations as a source of income. Even in the Katmandu Valley cities,
approximately 3 in 10 city dwellers are agriculturalists in one form or another Pigg, In this sense, most urban
areas are still seen as agricultural areas, albeit with the introduction of the urban influence and control of the
total agricultural process, but the farm is still the sort of factory where wages are earned and the people of
Nepal are allowed to continue their somewhat primitive way of life. Farming is the dominant order of society
and the mainstay of the economy, a situation that sees no change in sight, at least in the near future, because of
the extremely slow process by which the Nepalese economy evolves, if at all. Especially in the mountain
villages, the ancient ways are still held tightly by a great number of the people living in them today, seemingly
despite the advancement of the rest of the world around them. If farming is the economic mainstay of the
mountainous regions of Nepal, the family can easily be considered the rock upon which economic, social, and
emotional strongholds are built. The conventional family, with a few exceptions is ruled by the patriarch and
consists of what would be considered the immediate family in a domestic home situation. Beyond the
immediate family, there exists a larger kinship network that occasionally involves sharing food, especially in
times of need for food, much like Western civilization looks after extended family members should there be a
need for sustenance, particularly in a crisis situation. This network is an important means of meeting farm
labor needs, especially during the planting and harvesting seasons, when labor shortages are common. These
shortages are not unusual, considering the labor intensive farming methods, the widespread number of farms,
and the need to make those farms as productive as possible in order to earn money to live and grow food to
survive. Above the family network is the village, which functions as a higher degree of living situation. Some
villages in the more remote mountain regions of Nepal are made up of just a few houses; others were sizable
communities of several neighboring hamlets. In larger villages, there are trades people who fulfill many of the
needs of the villagers, such as metalworkers, weavers, and pottery makers. Villagers sometimes gather
together in a team to complete "public works" projects, such as building irrigation ditches or channels, or
facilities for drinking water. Despite the popularity of farming, and the need for a lot of labor to make the
farms successful, Nepalese villagers frequently encourage some of their children to leave in search of civil
service, army, and other employment opportunities. Individual migration is often the result of a family
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decision and generates cash incomes, thereby providing the family with protection should the farms begin to
founder or some other crisis present itself to the family. Well-to-do village families usually push their children
to obtain government jobs as a means of an attractive income, job security, and the opportunity to network
with important political officials as a means of advancement, gaining political favors, etc. Although farming is
the most important source of livelihood in rural areas, the limited supply of land greatly suppresses the amount
of farmland development that can realistically take place. A agricultural census identifies five classes of
peasantry: Small landowners, on the other hand, enjoy freedom from the assistance of the large land owners
and have the flexibility to make their own decisions regarding farm operations, planting, harvesting and the
like. On the downside, however, they also do not have access to the financial support of the larger landowners,
which could explain the widespread poverty that exists in the small mountain villages of Nepal to this day.
Ethnographically speaking, the mountain dwellers of Nepal are generally family oriented farming people, who
while not overly wealthy, work hard and make every effort to remain independent, raise their families, and
perhaps even advance their children into a better way of life. Regarding the Nepalese family structure, this
structure is important to consider as well when evaluating the Nepalese culture. An Overview of Familial
Structures and Bonds The various ways that families are formed and live their everyday lives, for all of their
differences, typically have some common factors within them. Overall, when speaking of cultural defined
relationships between people who are commonly considered to have family ties, one refers to the concepts of
kinship Palomar, Within the structure of kinship, there are rules, norms and customs that are established, such
as the ideas of passing of inheritance rights from one generation to another, forming the identity of individuals
as members of a group, as well as blood ties, which is known as consanguinity Palomar, Specifically speaking
of the life in Nepalese villages, there exist some very interesting parallels and paradoxes in comparison to
other more advanced cultures. In reality, many of the villages in the mountains of Nepal are hardly advanced
past the conditions of the Stone Age Hitchcock, Influenced to a great deal by the culture of China, a country
which borders Nepal, the kinship to be found there is very similar to that of the Chinese. In Nepal, the family,
or parabar as the Nepalese would refer to it, represents a very broad line of many relatives, which extends
from the primitive village life that many mountaineers live to that of the cities, where many of the younger
generation migrate in order to advance their livelihoods and to start a new existence beyond their humble
beginnings Childs, Within these extended family units, the labor, which is often farm based, is divided
equally, and in many cases, if a brother or sister leaves the main family unit to live away from it, he or she is
given a share of their inheritance in advance. Kinship in itself is extremely important to these people; like
many societies, kinship is a main principle of social organization along with age and gender for example
Childs, Further, kinship is the uniting factor that links one generation to another, which could be a main
reason for many of the Nepalese customs being sustained for century after century.
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After the stay in Kathmandu, volunteers will travel to mountain village named Siurung in Annapurna accompanied by our
field staff. The Journey will be 7 hours in a bus. After placement in the host family, our staff travels back to kathmandu.

Volunteers will teach in the village called Siurung which lies in the Annapurna area of Nepal. This volunteer
program is especially suitable for: Singles Couples About the Program Volunteers are greeted in Kathmandu
airport and transfered to hotel in Thamel for three nights stay in kathmandu. The second day will be guided
kathmandu city tour day to see heritage sites of Kathmandu and next day will be orientation day. After the stay
in Kathmandu, volunteers will travel to mountain village named Siurung in Annapurna accompanied by our
field staff. The Journey will be 7 hours in a bus. After placement in the host family, our staff travels back to
kathmandu. The volunteers will stay with local host families as a family member. They will teach students
what they are really good at. Besides their expertise they are expected to teach english lessons and computer
basics to students for hours each day except saturdays and public holidays. First few days the local teachers
will help volunteers co-teaching and they will be given full responsibility to handle the class. The Location
The most people of villages are farmers, retired Gurkha soldiers etc. The agriculture activities are carried all
round the year. The village is typical Gurkha village where the people of Gurung ethnicity reside. The village
is situated at altitude of m and has good view of Himalayas including m high Mt Manaslu. The village has
been made Village tourism destination since and 20 houses are allocated for stay of tourists for typical village
experience. People of the village are starting getting benefit from tourism. The village is safe. It is touristic
village and volunteers can meet other fellow trekkers that pass through the village for Annapurna circuit trek.
All our past volunteers who stayed there have loved the area and its our turn to come and experience it if you
are planning travel to Nepal and would like to experience typical nepali village stay experience. This village is
more ideal to stay except high winter months like January to Mid of February. Typical day Regular Days
Volunteer wake up with the fresh mountain view of Mt Manaslu and will start a day by drinking the tea.
Around 9 am volunteer is provided morning meal before going to school. Volunteer starts the teaching after
seeing the routine of the school for the day. After a dinner in the evening volunteer goes to sleep. Free-time
activities In free time volunteers can go to collect woods for family they stay with in near by jungle ,
volunteers can go to Harsing View point to see the beautiful range of Manaslu and annapurna.
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Ilam is Nepal's tea district because of its perfect tea-growing conditionsâ€”cool and moist air for most of the yearâ€”and
the country's first tea estate was established here in Tea gardens cover the ridge above the town and drop down along
the steep far side of the mountain.

Everyone wants to see the Himalayas when they come to Nepal. After three visits and four months in Nepal, I
can assure you: But what are the best places to see the Himalayas in Nepal? And where can you see them
without wandering too far from comfortable accommodation options? You cannot get a good view of
Himalayas from Kathmandu, the capital of Nepal. However, some other towns offer great views of the
Himalayas. The Himalayan range from the view tower of Daman Mountain Resort. Daman The village of
Daman is located along the quiet Tribhuvan Highway at the altitude of meters. For seeing the Himalayas,
Daman is an offbeat choice, as there are just a few guesthouses by the side of the road. The view north from a
hiking path near Tansen. Tansen I really like the lively town of Tansen, which combines authentic local
culture with great views and hiking trails. However, if you just come to see the Himalayas, there are better
options available. The problem with Tansen is that it is quite far away from the central sights of Nepal.
Situated between Pokhara in the north and Lumbini in the south, getting to Tansen from either of these places
takes about four hours. Annapurna South peeking between clouds. Pokhara Pokhara is the second biggest city
in Nepal and one of the most popular tourist destinations in the country. The beautiful lakeside area gathers
both trekkers and hippies to hang out in a relaxed atmosphere. For better views, you have to get up to either
the hill Sarangkot or the viewpoint of the World Peace Pagoda. While the vies from Pokhara are great, they
are hard to catch. The ride to Sarangkot takes a lot of time, so unless you book an accommodation at the top,
catching the sunrise can be a drag. The weather is an even bigger issue: Pokhara is the most rainy town in
Nepal, and the blue sky is often blocked by clouds. During the last few years, the monsoon season has lasted
longer than before, so coming on September instead of July might not offer any relief. A glimpse of the
mountains from the yard of Hotel at the End of the Universe, Nagarkot. Getting there from the capital
Kathmandu takes just a few hours, and the views from the altitude of meters can be stunning. For me,
Nagarkot is like a second home where I return time and time again. Spotting the Himalayas around Nagarkot
used to be easier, but the construction is getting out of hand. Higher hotels are rising all the time, so you need
to choose your accommodation carefully if you want to see something. While Nagarkot itself offers only
limited views, you may find open areas if you stroll a bit further. An outlook of the mountain range from a
village between Nagarkot and Dhulikhel. Dhulikhel Nagarkot and Dhulikhel are perhaps two of the most
popular places to see the Himalayas in Nepal. Nagarkot mainly exists because of the views, but Dhulikhel has
a lot more going on. The views might also be a little bit more impressive. Children playing football in
Bandipur. Bandipur The best town for spotting the Himalayas in Nepal? My vote goes to Bandipur. Easily
accessible from the main highway between Kathmandu and Pokhara, Bandipur is a historical mountain village
with plenty of renovated old buildings. It also offers multiple good viewpoints to the Great Himalayan Range.
Bandipur has a great central location and walking around in the town is very enjoyable. If the weather looks
clear, you can just go for a walk and reach great viewpoints in five minutes.
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There are eight out of fourteen mountains above the elevation of 8, meters and several of small and big
mountains. And, in those mountains,some familieshave been residing there for generations. As most of Nepal
is a village, in those mountain region where there is no proper reach of infrastructure, those village has
remained as they were without any depletion of its authenticity. Located in the mountain region, Khumjung is
one of the villages which is untouched by the modern world and very far from the way of living of people in
the city area. Khumjung Khumjung is a small village in the north-eastern part of Solukhumbu District of
Nepal and is located in the Khumbu subregion inside the world heritage site, Sagarmatha National Park. On
March 10, , with the new administrative structure, Khumjung became a part of Khumbu Pasang Lhamu rural
municipality. Khumjung lies at an altitude of 3, meters above sea level. The village is very near to the Mount
Khumbila, which is one of the high Himalayan peaks of Khumbu. Khumjung comprises mostly the Sherpa and
Gurung ethnicity. It is said that after completing practices at Halesi in Eastern Nepal, Padmasambhava, also
referred as Guru Rinpoche stayed in this cave for many days. Padmasambhava is the founder of Tibetan
Buddhism. In the outright wall of the cave, there is a miraculously arisen Sanskrit character, and halfway up
the climb, near some retreat houses, there is a very clear handprint of an accomplished yogi saint crafted in the
stone. It might take a little more effort to reach the cave as it is located above the village. But, your effort will
be of full worth as you can see the beautiful landscape of Khumjung and the mountains from the cave area. It
is easy to know if you are any near of cave as there are many prayer flags hung outside. Khumjung Monastery
Khumjung Monastery is another main attraction of this beautiful village. This sacred site of Khumjung was
built about years ago and is the center of culture and religion of the Sherpa community of the village.
Khumjung Monastery suffered heavy damage in the devastating earthquake of April destroying the most ofthe
monastery and causing it almost beyond any repair. But, as the monastery holds great importance to the local
community, all of the villages got united and volunteered for reconstruction of the monastery. They showed a
true community effort and contributedto at least two weeks of labor. They also collected donations from every
house in the village and other places as well. After all the effort and handwork of the peoples of Khumjung,
the monastery got reopened by the abbot of Tengboche Monastery. The Abbot along with other lamas
conducted the opening ceremony of the monastery. The monks will show you the scalp with a small amount of
donation but do remember no matter how big your donation might be; the scalp goes nowhere from the box.
This rare piece is kept in a small, glass-fronted box. This piece was in the home of an old lady of Khumjung.
She kept it as a good-luck charm of the village and was very resistant to give away to the Edmund Hillary.
Edmund found this piece, along with a journalist named Desmond Diog in while they were on an expedition to
look for the expedition for the big-footed beast. To extract this piece from the old lady, Edmund has to donate
to the Khumjung monastery and local school. After getting the scalp, Edmund took it for the examination,but
it was found that it belonged to the animal native to the Himalayas most likely a goat-antelope. Well, you can
decide by yourself after seeing the scalp from your own eyes. So, do not miss the chance to witness this
very-very rare piece. But, this particular school of Khumjung is a historic one as the Edmund Hilary himself
built it. It may not be on your list while visiting Khumjung, but the chance of witnessing this historical school
certainly worth your time. Khunde Khunde is another village located along the Khumjung. It will be best to
visit this village as well when you are in Khumjung. Khunde is at the western part and is in the slightly higher
height than Khumjung. Khunde is located in the Khumbu region and is within the area of Sagarmatha National
Park. The hospital serves more than 8, people of Khumbu district. Khumjung is a popular side trek for the
trekkers of Everest Base Camp. At first, you will arrive atLukla from Kathmandu to start your trek. Lukla is a
beautiful small town which a most amazing airport in the world. The airport of Luklais located at such height
that it will be left you with awe. Lukla is rich in natural beauty,and it provides all the facilities and services as
well. There are several types of shops and lodges in your service which provides Western-style meal and trail
supplies as well. Moving forward you will reach Pakhding and then to Namche Bazaar. NamcheBazaar is a
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popular stop for tourist for some for acclimatization. NamcheBazaaris located at an elevation of 3, meters,and
it also meets almost every need of yours. Sherpas are the major resident of this area. While there are enough
hotels and lodges, you can always go camping as it will give you the best opportunity to explore this
magnificent town. Also, camping is beneficial for both you and the environment as well. And, this the very
place from where you can go to Khumjung. While staying for a few days for acclimatization in Namche, you
can utilize those by visiting Khumjung. To reach Khumjung, you have to make some effort to climb out from
NamcheBazaar, then stroll across a flat area near the airstrip of Shyangboche. Then you have to do another
climb and comes to a gentle walk downhill into the village of Khumjung. It will take around one hour to reach
Khumjung from Namche. You will find places to refill the bottle,and if you consider it unhygienic, you can
take a water-purifying table. It is a very wise option considering the harm a single bottle can cause to our
environment. Reaching Khumjung will give you the best view of the Himalayas. It is a distinctive village with
warm-hearted Sherpas. There are lodges in Khumjung where you can try some of the local cuisines along with
the homemade wine. You will be continuing your trek to the Everest Base Camp after the side trek to
Khumjung. Returning to the Namche from Khumjung, you will move to Tengboche. Tengbocheis located at
an elevation of 3, meters with the largest monastery in the Khumbu region. After Tengboche comes
Dingboche. Dingboche is at an elevation of 4, meters,and most trekkers stay in this place for acclimatization.
Then you will reach Dugla 4, meters. From Dugla comes Lobuche 4, meters and GorakShep 5, meters. Then
you will finally reach the Everest Base Camp which is at an elevation of 5, meters. After reaching the base
camp and returning to GorakShep, most trekkers choose to side trek to Kala Patthar as this spot gives the more
near and clear view of Mount Everest. Then, after all the exploration you will you will move to
NamcheBazaar and then to Lukla. From Lukla taking a domestic flight, you will be at Kathmandu and home.
6: A mountain village in Nepal | Open Library
Khumjung is a small village in the north-eastern part of Solukhumbu District of Nepal and is located in the Khumbu
subregion inside the world heritage site, Sagarmatha National Park. But during the Kingdom of Nepal, Khumjung was a
separate Village Development committee.
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below. //Taken w/ Canon 6D and mm L lens.
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